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INTRODUCTION
INTA is the Institute for Aerospace Technologies in Spain.
Test programs at INTA require extensive flight test
capabilities and for this reason in mid 1990, INTA created
the Flight Test Center, designated CEA. The CEA is
responsible for providing flight test support for all
current and future programs including RPV Test, Rocket
Launches, Balloons and Missile Test.
With the increasing requirement for flight test at several
locations throughout Spain, a program was launched to
acquire a mobile capability which could support these test
ranges in current flight test requirements as well as
anticipated future requirements.
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Criteria used in the initial design goals were to:

C Produce a capability which would be usable at multiple
test ranges.
C Choose the most economical approach.
C Design a system that would not only have acquisition
capabilities but also incorporate as many support
functions as possible.
The initial analysis of the required system concluded that
the system would be mobile, self supporting in power and

environment control. The selection of a mobile trailer
platform maximized space availability and did not require a
dedicated tractor.
Upon definition of the system platform, the next step was to
detail the capability of the system. The approach taken to
designing system capability was to select either a current
program or program under development that had the most
stringent requirements and use these requirements as the
basis for the system design. Establishing the basis, the
entire system design was reviewed for future requirement
enhancements.

The concluded capabilities of the system are as follows:

C Telemetry Acquisition Short and Long range
C Telemetry Data Reception/Distribution/Display/Recording
and Processing
C Digitized and Analog Video Reception/Distribution/
Display/Recording and Processing
C Air to Ground and Ground to Ground Communications
C 400 MHZ Up-Link Command and Control
C High End Data Processing and Distribution to Workstations
C Test and System Calibration
C Local and Remote Control Software

C Microwave Transmission of TM Data/Remote Control and
Communications
C Trailer Enclosure equipped with generator power and
environment control
TELEMETRY ACQUISITION SHORT AND LONG RANGE
An EMP dual axis autotracking antenna with a 6 foot
parabolic reflector, provided the capability of Long range
Telemetry Acquisition. The special features of this antenna
are:

C A dedicated trailer for the antenna was provided, with
hookups for a 4 wheel drive vehicle.
C A camera mounted on the antenna to provide short range
video images.
C A dehydrator mounted in the trailer in order to maintain
pressurization of the feed assembly.
C The antenna included a wide beam acquisition aid antenna.
C A small generator attached with a timer that would power
the dehydrator.
The antenna acquisition range in S-Band at 500 Kbps is 552
Km and at 5 Mbps data rate is 195 km. A volute omni antenna
provides the capability of Short Range Telemetry Acquisition
for flight line and close-in testing. The volute omni
antenna provides complete horizon to horizon coverage and
maximum gain at an elevation angle of 45 degrees.

TELEMETRY DATA RECEPTION

To include as much equipment as possible within the
allocated rack space each piece of equipment was evaluated
using size and performance criteria.
The choice of telemetry receiver was a Microdyne Model 2800
receiver. The 2800 is a dual receiver/combiner packaged in a
3 rack unit chassis (5.25 inch). The receiver is designed
for medium to high data rate PCM and video.
Distribution into the receiver is accomplished by using an
RF Jack Panel, RF switches and a control panel. This
configuration allows the selection of either the tracking
antenna or omni antenna into the receiving system. The omni
antenna is used as a receiving or transmit antenna.
Data distribution incorporates APCOM Model 5000-VDA
distribution amplifiers rated at 15 MHZ. These amplifiers
distribute PCM, Video, IRIG B, Voice, Telecommand and FM to
tape recorders, displays, and to the processing system.
Tape Recording
The Racal Storehorse 2 MHZ Tape recorder was chosen due to
its size and performance. Two of these tape recorders fit
into a single rack. Two industrial multiformat VCR's, PAL,
NTSC, and SECAM record video from the tracking antenna
camera and down linked video. A single industrial S-VHS PAL
VCR accommodates higher resolution Video. These type of tape
recorders are capable of meeting data recording requirements
for current programs.
PCM data rates that would eventually exceed the recording
capability of the Racal Storehorse were considered. The
conclusion was that most tape recording vendors are making
advances in producing high data rate products based on the
VHS format. To purchase an analog tape recorder to handle
higher data rate PCM is not cost effective and that when the
requirement for higher data rates was anticipated then a
smaller platform and less expensive digital recorder would
be purchased.

Bit Synchronizer
The Loral Model DBS430 dual bit synchronizer was chosen
based to its size and performance. The dual bit synchronizer
occupies only 5.25 inches of vertical rack space. The
maximum bit rate performance of this unit is 10 Mbps NRZ and
5 Mbps in BiPhase codes.
Video Decompressor
One of the most complex PCM streams that would require
processing by this system is a PCM Stream comprised of two
digitized/compressed video signals merged with a 500 Kbps
Telemetry PCM Stream. The function of the video Decompressor
is to accept a 4 Mbps NRZ-L PCM stream, decompress video 1,
decompress video 2, and output a 500 Kbps PCM stream to the
data processor. The Video Decompressor installation provided
the flexability of patching the unit in or out of circuit.
Timing
A Datum GPS receiver provides central timing for the system.
IRIG B timing outputs which are distibuted to the magnetic
tape recorder, processing system, and strip charts.
Voice Communications
Two channels of communications are provided, one inter-net
channel and one channel of air to ground communications. The
inter-net channel is used as an intercom between 4
communications positions within the mobile system and a
communications position at the INTA facility via microwave.
The air to ground channel links all five communication
positions with a PTT VHF/UHF tunable radio. This channel is
also used as a ground to ground communications channel
during set up of the Mobile system and establishment of the
microwave link.
400 MHZ UP-LINK COMMAND AND CONTROL
A 400 MHZ telecommand uplink is provided in the mobile
system mainly to support a new RPV (Remote Piloted Vehicle)
test program. Support of this program requires a command and
control serial data stream to be transmitted to the RPV. The
tele-command data package consists of a 25 Kbps serial data
stream and analog tones. The 25 Kbps originating from the
processing system, is conditioned with a multichannel low

pass filter unit and is then summed with analog tones. This
composite package is routed to two fixed frequency
transmitters. The transmitters are configured in a frequency
diversity mode and have independent antenna systems. The
antennas connected to the transmitters are volute omni
antennas.
HIGH END DATA PROCESSING
The processing system is a Loral System 510 and 511. A dual
configuration was selected to provide the capability of
processing two Real Time Data telemetry streams
simultaneously (Analog, Digital and RS-232 Data). Initially
this configuration is used as a single PCM stream processor
with a backup. The processing system is connected via
ethernet to three DEC workstations. Other inputs to the
processing system are IRIG B timing, real time data,
playback data, parallel ethernet to three DEC workstations.
Other inputs to the processing system are IRIG B timing,
real time data, playback data, parallel azimuth and
elevation data from the antenna controller. The outputs of
the processing system are data via an ethernet to the
workstations, analog output to strip charts and a 25 Kbps
serial data stream for the tele-command link. The processing
system has the following capability:

C Decommutate PCM streams up to 15 Mbps
C Generate or decode IRIG B time
C Control external devices such as tape recorders and bit
synchronizers
C Can receive up to 64 analog single ended signals or 32
differentials
C Can receive 4 sixteen bit digital inputs
C Can receive 2 RS-232 streams
C Generate up to two PCM streams (10 Mbps max) for
Telecommand purposes. One with additional tape output
C Simulate a PCM stream for design purposes
C Provide up to 32 Analog outputs
C Provide up to 6 digital outputs
C The system can receive aircraft position information,
which originates from the tracking system of CEA. This
data is routed to the Preprocessor via an RS-232 input
port and provides details on the aircraft position and
state.

C All the information received from the different input
data sources is tagged and merged into one stream and
processed in the same way whatever its origin is.
C Real time processing is available in the system providing
algorithms for limit checking with alarm monitoring, data
compression, E.U. conversion, digital filtering, derived
parameter calculations and data distribution.
C A very important feature of this subsystem is its modular
architecture joint to parallel processing capability,
allowing for the use of distributed processes.
Three DEC System 5000 Model 25 workstations with 19 inch
monitors, CPU and expansion chassis are mounted into
specialty designed shock absorption enclosures. These
enclosures are mounted into three separate 24 inch rack
assemblies.
A real time task for the mobile station is the graphic
display of data using symbolic images mixed with time
histories, cross plots, and simulated instruments. During
realtime the workstations archive data as disk files that
are available for postflight analysis.
In the preflight period the setup of the front end
preprocessor is done by the workstations, allowing for the
generation of databases with a specific configuration for
each test. The setup includes parameter database, display
configuration and the setup of the input interfaces.
Off the shelf software is used which provides a friendly
environment for the use of the applications and the
development of new applications. Software includes; UNIX
operating system, X window environments and OSF/Motif window
manager.
A cross compiler is installed to develop new algorithms,
using high level C programming language. These algorithms
are used for the front end preprocessor, debugging and the
creation of similar tools. Available is a built in tool for
creating new displays that customizes the special
requirements of the tests.
Functions to read and write data directly to/from the front
end preprocessor are available, providing additional
capabilities to the users developed applications.

A printer is mounted in the mobile system to produce hard
copies of the graphic displays. These hard copies are used
in the preparation of reports particular to the flight test.
A digital tape recorders is installed to interchange data
files produced during the flight test.
TEST AND SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Test equipment included to validate proper equipment
operation consisted of a telemetry signal simulator, power
meter, bit error rate test sets, and boresite transmission
system. The RF and Video Patch panels are designed to
interface with the test equipment. The provided test
equipment coupled with a multimeter is capable of performing
the following tests; open loop system BER test, closed loop
BER test, G/T test, tracking Antenna calibration, receiver
sensitivity test, RF playback, etc.
LOCAL AND REMOTE CONTROL SOFTWARE
ITACS (Interactive Telemetry Acquisition and Control
Software) is integrated into the system to provide local and
remote control of the acquisition system. This software
package is PC based and operates under Microsoft Windows.
The ITACS software package performs two primary functions.
The fist function is to store system setup parameters,

quickly configure a system for mission support, provide real
time auto tracking support, control test instruments, and
provide status information to the remote INTA Facility via
RS-232 and microwave link. The second function is to provide
remote control of the acquisition system in cases where the
mobile system might be located near a hazardous environment
and manning the station would be prohibited.
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
The mobile system incorporates a 23 GHz microwave link which
would normally be connected to the INTA facility. This
microwave link provides a medium to transfer acquired data
or video from the Mobile System to the INTA facility. The
link also has two full duplex voice channels, one to connect
into the internet and the other to connect into the VHF/UHF
air-ground radio. A third channel is simplex and is used to
provide PTT to the VHF/UHF radio. A fourth channel is a full
duplex 19.4 Kilobaud RS-232 channel for remote control. The
microwave system has the capability to transmit playback
data from the INTA facility to the Mobile System. This
microwave system can also be interfaced into an established
microwave network to relay data back to the INTA facility.
TRAILER ENCLOSURE
The platform selected to house the telemetry equipment is a
tandem axle trailer which can be transported with a tractor
trailer. The physical dimensions of the trailer are 40 feet
in length, 8 feet in width and 12.5 feet in height.
Maintaining these size parameters would qualify this unit
for road travel in the US and in Europe. The trailer is
equipped with air ride suspension and four hydraulic
operated stabilizing jacks.
Interior
The floor plan design of the trailer was maximized for
maintenance access to the equipment, space utilization, and
load balance. All electronic equipment is housed inside of
11 equipment racks, eight (8) 19 inch racks and three (3) 24
inch racks for the computer workstations. Carpeting and
insulated walls maintained a 65 dB(A) SIL (Speech Impediment
Level).

MOBILE SYSTEM SET-UP FOR OPERATION
The raised floor is a 24x24 inch tiled computer floor with
retaining screws in each tile corner. The 6 inch raised
floor provides clearance for cable routing between racks and
connection to cable entry panels. Three cable entry panels
were installed on the trailer, two roadside at opposite ends
of the trailer and one on the roof.

Air Conditioner
The air condition system was designed to accommodate the
heat load of the equipment with a 25% over rating to allow
for future expansion. The air conditioner ducting is routed
through the false ceiling and an outlet is located at the
top of each rack. Each rack includes a 540 CFM fan which
flows the cool air into the rack and is exhausted through
the false floor.

AC Power System
A 32 kW diesel Onan AC generator is installed in the front
of the trailer above the kingpin position to supply AC power
to the system. The generator is mounted above a 100 gallon
capacity fuel tank. The capability of either generator or
shore power is provided through an automatic transfer
switch. All power except the exterior lights and air
conditioner is condition through a 30 kVA power conditioner.
The three computer workstation racks and Intrument
Controller CPU are powered via an 3.6 kVA UPS (Uninterrupted
Power System) which provides 10 minutes of battery power
during a power failure. This would allow the automatic
transfer switch to engage the alternate power source. If
only the generator is being used without shore power, then
this would allow the operator to save his work and properly
shut down the computer system.
Exterior
The roof of the trailer includes 5 retractable antenna
mounts that are laid down for transport and erected quickly
into locking mechanisms to mount the antennas. A special
brace was provided for the parabolic MW antenna to add
stability to the antenna mount.
Four storage compartments, one 65Wx48D and three 49Wx48D
with locking doors were provided at each side of the trailer
to store cables and the two aluminum stair assemblies.
Safety Features
Safety features of the trailer included fire extinguishers,
battery operated emergency lights, individual power switches
located above each rack, and a panic push-bar on the exit
door. Batteries are mounted under the carriage of the
trailer and the generator exhaust was mounted at the top of
the trailer forty feet away from the air conditioner inlet.
An automatic venting system in the generator room was also
provided. Roof lights were provided which would illuminate

both the roof and the sides of the trailer for night
deployment.
SATELLITE DATA RELAY SYSTEM
The Mobile System was designed as a complete ground station
capable of acquiring, processing, displaying and storing
data. With this major capability the Mobile System can be
transported to many of the Test Ranges in Spain and provide
complete support. To further extend the capabilities of the
Mobile System, the system was designed to accommodate the
installation of a Satellite Relay System. This system is
currently under review and is planned for installation into
the trailer in 1994. This capability would accommodate
inter-range test programs and would also allow European
Users to relay the data back to their country for additional
processing.
CONCLUSION
The Mobile System was designed as a complete ground station
and is expected to support test programs in Spain and within
the European Community a minimum of ten years.

